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1. Let Si and S2 be bordered Riemann surfaces and let h be an orienta-
tion-reversing homeomorphism from (a part of) the border of 5i onto (a part
of) that of S2. The union Sι\JS2 becomes canonically a surface if we identify
the points corresponding under h and introduce the factor topology. Suppose
that the surface so obtained carries a structure of Riemann Surface which is
equivalent to the original structures in the interiors of Si and S2. Then we
shall say that a Riemann surface is obtained by welding Si and S2 together by
h. For example, it is easily seen that if h is real analytic then the welding
is possible and the resulting Rremann surface is determined uiiiquely.

The problem of deciding the possibility and the uniqueness of welding
has been discussed by many authors [1-9]. Among them Pfluger [6] treated
the case where h is real analytic except at a point, and considered the weld-
ing across the whole border. The purpose of the present note is to give an
answer to the question given at the end of his paper.

2. A part of the problem of welding may be localized (see, e.g., [5],
p. 39) and be reduced to studies of the welding of half disks as follows:

DEFINITION. Let f(x) be a monotone increasing continuous function on
- 1 < ^ 1 such that/(-1)=*-1, /(1) = 1. Let D+={z; \z\<l,Imz^0} and
D"—{z\ | z | < l , Im^^O}. If there exist conformal mappings ζ = <P+(z) and
ζ = <P~(z) of the interiors of D* and D~, respectively, which are homeomorphic
on D and D~, and are such that <p+of(x) = <p-(x) on — l<i*;<P-, then it is said
that Dr and D~ are welded together by f. If, in addition, for any other φχ(z)
and <P{(z\ there exists a conformal mapping ψ such that φ\=ψoφ+ and φ\ =
ψ°φ~τ then it is said that Ώv and D~ are welded together uniquely by/.

From now on, let us assumejhat f is real analytic on — 1<1Λ;<0 and 0<
#<11, and ask the possibility of the welding throughout — 1<^<X Note that
in this situation the welding is unique whenever it is possible.

Pfluger [6] considered a pair of curves r+ and ϊ~ with the following pro-
perties: They are rectifiable, r+ CD* — {/(0)}, ϊ" CD~ — {0}, their end points
are on [ — 1, 0)W(0, 1], /(end point of r~) = (initial point of r+), /(initial point
of 7"-) = (end point of r+). Let r = r+\Jϊ~ and consider the family {ϊ} consist-
ing of all the r. Denote its extremal length by λ {ϊ}.

At the end of his paper quoted above, he stated that λ {ΐ} = 0 is a neces-
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sary condition for the possibility of the welding and asked if the condition is
sufficient.

We remark first that the words necessary and sufficient are to be ex-
changed, since it is rather simple to show that λ {r} — 0 is a sufficient condi-
tion for the possiblity of the welding. For the sake of completeness we shall
give its proof (Theorem 1). After this exchange, we then solve Pfluger's prob-
lem. The answer is negative (Theorem 2).

3. THEOREM 1. If λ{ϊ} =0 then the welding is possible.

PROOF. Since/ is real analytic on —l<Lx< 0, 0 < Λ ; < ; 1 , the welding is
possible there. Thus we can find conformal mappings ζ = <P+(z) and C=^~GO
of the interiors of D* and D~, respectively, which are homeomorphic on D+ —
{/(0)} and D'- {0} and are such that φ+of(x) = φ-(x) on —1<:#<0 and 0<Λ;<:

1. The domain Δ = φ+(D+ — {/(0)} )\jφ'(D' — {0}) is doubly connected. If it is
shown that the boundary component of Δ being the image of χ=0 reduces to
a point, then we see immediately that these φ* and φ~ satisfy the require-
ments in the DEFINITION. TO that end, it suffices to show that the family {r*}
of curves in Δ separating the boundary components has tlie vanishing ex-
tremal length. The standard argument implied that λ {ϊ},^>λ {ϊ*} so that
Λ {ϊ} = 0 is a sufficient condition for the possibility of the welding.

REMARK. On taking a suitable subfamily of {r}, we can get the follow-
ing criterion (cf. [5], p. 44): The welding is possible if f satisfies

m i n / -L — J i J

dt=oo.

4. THEOREM 2. There is an f with λ{ΐ} >0 which permits the welding.

For the proof, let us consider in the C = <? + ̂ -plane the curve

0 - l

Map the interior of D+ onto {C; \ξ\ <1, F(ξ)<y<l} by ζ = φ+(z) and the in-
terior of D~ onto {C; | ί | < l , —l<y<F(ξ)} by ζ = φ~~(z), where we require
them to have the boundary correspondence ^ ( — 1)=—1, ^±(0) = 0, ^(1) = !
+ ίsinl. Define/by

It is a function on — 1 <I*<1 which, of course, permits th^ welding. The re-
maining part of the proof of THEOREM 2 is contained in the first half of the
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following:

THEOREM 3. λ{r}>0 ifθ<p<l and λ{r}=0if

PROOF. Suppose 0 < p < l . The extremal length of {r} is equal to that of
{r'}? the image of {r} under ζ = φ±(z). Each r' crosses the curve v=F(g) (0<
ί ^ l ) at a single point (it may be tangent at other points, though). If the
point of intersection is on the arc y=F(ξ) (l/2ra7Γ<;£<;i/2(rc —l)7r), then ϊ' con-
tains a subarc in Qn connecting its upper side with the lower; here Qn is the
quadrilateral bounded by the following four arcs:

V = F(ξ) (1/2 in + 3/4)τr^£ <l/2(n + 1/4) π)

7] = F(ξ) (1/2(n - 5/4)τr^f ^l/2(/ι - 7/4)π)

r] = ξp (1/2(/ι + 3/4)τr^£^1/2 (TΪ - 5/4)TΓ)

77 = - ^ (1/2(7! + l/4)τr^£^l/2fa - 7/4) TΓ).

Therefore, r' contains also a subarc in the quadrilateral

ρ* = {C; 1/2(Λ + 3/4)τr < ξ < l/2(τ* - 7/4) TΓ," | ̂  | < (1/2 (TJ +

connecting its upper side with the lower.
To evaluate λ{f} we let

( (2(^ + 3 / 4 ) ^ *
p w (ζ) = J 2

(θ otherwise,

and consider

P(ζ) = max pn(C).
« = l , 2 -

Since a point in the C-plane is covered at most three ρ*'s, P is actually equal
to max (Pn, P^i, Pn+2) in Q*, so that it is an admissible density function. The

above topological consideration implies that \ Pds^>l for every f. Besides
J Y 7

l £ l O n JJQΐi

We conclude that λ{r'} =λ{r} >0.

Next let 1<P, and let {r'} be the image of {r} under ζ = φ±(z). For ί(0<

ί<l/2), let r't be the curve which is the union of r"t= {ζ; Re ζ=t, |Im ζ\<t"}

and r',"={C; ICI = VίM^2^ t a n - V - ^ a r g C ^ T Γ - t a n - V " 1 } . Since λ{r} =
<Lλ{r',}, it suffices to show that λ{ϊ't} =0.
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On using usual notations, we have

where r = Vz2 + £2/\ Divide it by r and integrate it with respect to t over 0 < ί <

1/2. The assumption p2>l shows dr/cfe^l/V2, so that we have, on putting

J J Δ —Jo \lt2jrt2p
 J J Δ " JJΔ— JJiίκi/2

By [ll2-^t_ =oo, Lp{rί} = 0 for any square integrable P, i.e., λ{r'Λ =0.
Jo φ2 + t2p
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